CUSTOM SIDE CONTROL PUMPER DEMO
ALEXIS FIRE EQUIPMENT / AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- HME 1871 MFDxL 12” raised roof Chassis
- Cummins L9, 400-HP Diesel Engine
- Allison 3000 EVS Automatic Transmission
- Heavy Duty Stainless steel Body and Sub-Frame
- ROM Painted Roll Up Doors with right side hemmed pan door over rear wheel
- Six (6) person cab seating with five (5) SCBA seats
- 24” Front Bumper extension with 1 ½” Preconnect and center hose well
- Full Height Transverse compartments, behind cab and ahead of pump module
- Electric Hydraulic Ladder Rack, right side compartment top
- Suction Hose storage for two (2) hose in the hose bed
- Three (3) Dual bottle Air bottle compartments, one (1) left and two (2) right side
- 1000-Gallon Poly Tank
- Darley PSM, 1500-GPM Pump
- Four (4) 2 ½” Discharges, two (2) left, one (1) right side and one (1) rear
- Two (2) 3” Discharges, one (1) right side and one (1) over pump for deck gun
- One (1) 2 ½” Gated Suction, left side
- Two (2) 1 ½” Preconnects, top of pump module
- Whelen and FRC LED Scene light Packages
- One (1) Golight spotlight with in cab remote control
- Whelen LED Warning Light Package
- Diamond Grade Chevron pattern striping, rear
- 10’ 2” Overall height  • 20,000 FAWR
- 32’ 8” Overall length  • 27,000 RAWR
- 195” Wheelbase  • 47,000 GVWR
- 135” Cab to Axle

To view more photos and download spec sheet, please visit us at AlexisFire.com.